Nick is the Co-Founder of FSI Worldwide. He and his brother Tristan founded the company in 2006 to protect former Gurkha soldiers misled and trapped in to debt bondage by corrupt recruitment agents in Nepal. Nick is the business development Director of FSI Worldwide Group. He works side by side with his brother Tristan Forster in shaping and driving the commercial and philanthropic strategy of FSI.

Nick holds two BA Hons degrees in Business and Languages and worked extensively for 15 years in strategic business consultancy having set up a run his own consultancy firm before founding FSI with his brother Tristan. Nick has been intimately involved in the establishment and management of the FSI global infrastructure, helping to set up FSI operational and recruitment offices and the company’s management processes and principles. Nick speaks fluent French and German and continues to work on improving his Nepali, Hindi, Pashto....